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Near-Crisis in Science Department
SCIENCE MAJORS RALLY
BEHIND FACULTY
by Sharon Cowan and Rick Tormer

and in the following manner:
laboratory instructors' credit
Tuesday morning at 11 :OOam in
system would be altered such that
the Science. Building, a group of
they would receive only one credit
approximately 70 students
. hour per two hours of instruction.
ga thered to discuss yet another
Therefore each instructor'-s hours
phase of administrative budget
would not meet tIle established
cu ts: the removal of salaried
minimum of contact hours for
laboratory instructors. Biology
justification, which would force
major Richard Cotter conducted
the meeting in an-etfort to inform
tpem to face removal.
. Much of the indignation
students of the impact of such
aroused was due to the fact that
budget cuts. The majority of
those in attendance represented
President Rondeleau action was
taken without "proper governing
biology, chemistry, earth sCience,
geology and physics majors who
procedures" which en tails
notification of SGA and the
would be most effected by the
Faculty CounciL It was menremoval of theses members of the
tionedfliat even members of the
science staff. Also present was
science department staff were not
SGA president AND STUDENT
notified beforehand.
TRUSTEE Ray Raposa ..
Rick Cotter, joined by 'Se veral
The meeting was~ a direct
others in the group, made the
response to a unilateral reaction
by President Rondileau, who was . following observations concerning the impact of the action.
taking steps to comply with a
The loss of lab instructors would
bQdget cut of 10% or more.
force the professors to instruct all
. The science departments were to
be effected almost exclusively,
(coni1nued to page 6)
1

Rick Co~er: An attempt to convey the impact of the budget cuts.

Faculty Speak out;

President Rescinds Policy
, by Sue Lawson

and. released time for· ~d-·
from either the Board of
.minis
trati
Trustees
or
the
state
Legislature
President will always be
"These changes in policy were
forcing
him
to
act·in
the
manner
remembered by historians for
arrived a t without faculty parin which he did.
following the policy, when
ticipation,
by-passing
the
An
almost
una:ntinmous
vote
dealing with foreign powers,
was taken at the commencement established governance
"walk softly and carry a big,
of the meeting to change the prO<,!edures. The Constitution of
stick." In the eyes of many
agenda and place discussion of the General Faculty in Article 1
faculty members on this camthe President's action first. Dr. section s 3a and 3b specifically
pus, President Rondileau,
Maier
C!lairperson of the earth delegates to the faculty,
thrqugh action taken just prior to
sciences
and geology department responsibilty in the formulation of
the March vacation regarding
calle:d for support from the policy in both educational matters
limitations on faculty sabGeneral Faculty and stressed the and matters of profession al
batical leave policy and the
value
of
sabbaticals
at standards. The preamble to the
redistribution 0 f
course
Bidgewater or any other in- Constitution has been conceived
equivilency loads for faculty
in the spirit of the 1966 Sta ement
stitution of academic learning.
members, was found guilty of
Dr. Howe, biology, stated, "The on College Government by the
employing tactics similar to
American Council on Education
whole future of this college is a t
T.R.'s. Unfortunately for the
stake here. In the next forseeable . the American Associationof
.President, he was dealing with
decade we will be saddled with University Professors ,and
constituents, not foreign powers,
.whatever is accomplished here." theAssocia tion of Governing
and as a result, he was called on
A statement was read by board of University ies and
his move. Consequently, at a
Faculty Council Chairperson, Dr. Colleges. This document states -'
meeting of the General Faculty
Margaret Souza which is that 'in matters ofeducation
on Tuesday of this week, Dr.
policy and professional standards
reprinted here:
Rondileau rescinded all action
"The Faculty Council, at its the policy of review or final
he had taken regarding these
regular meetin ~ held yesterday, decision lodged in the governing
two matters, until such time as
(March 22), considered the board or delegated by it to the
they have been considered under
president should be exercised
problems presented by the
normal campus governance
adversely only in· exceptional
breakdown
in
the
partnership
procedures.
.
circumstances , and for reasons
previously escisting between the
Tuesday's General Faculty
communicated to the faculty.'
President and the General
meeting was one of the most
This right of reviewal' final
Faculty at Bridgewater State
heavily attended in recent times
decision cannot in any way be
College. This breakdown was
and many faculty members,
construed as a substitued for the
direct result of the unilateral
especially those from the science
normal governance procedur'es
action taken by the President to
department, rose to voice their
Dr as a means of. abrogating the
change institutional policies
opinions and to ask why the
faculty rights of policy forrelating to the granting of
President thought that they would
mulation guaranteed by the
sabbatical leaves and the
no.t want to be consulted in these
"The areas in
Constitution.
computation of teaching loads
matters as there was no mandate
question, i.e. sabbatical leaves
with respect to ~quivlaencies
and workloads are clearly
matters of educational policy and
.professional standard s .and are
therefore matters in which the
Relax for Finals p.3
General- Faculty has prime
respoIisibilty and are provided for
in Article 1 sections 3a and 3b
SGA p.4
cited previously.
"The Council ascertained that
Bastard Son
the President was not acting·
under a mandate of the Board of
Trustees in ,formulation these
Basketball Champs p.8
policies and having done so.
pas~ed a motion which the
Council has directed be presented
'Peddy RoosevEllt, our 26th

p.6

MAA-WRA News

(continue·j on page 4)

Health Fee to .Swell
by Kathy Bennett

Picture yourself paying for aU
the asperin Coricidin D, cough
syrup, losegenes, and even
Cepecol, that you've consumed
this year. Your bill would be
astromonical. Yet, tht is exactly
what would happen Without - a
health service and I personally
cannot afford it.
At the end of this year the
Dorm Author.ity is dropping the
fI~~ $p.fJ,(iee fron Ws paryoll.
. Cosiequentily, the students must
pick up the tab. In a way, ths
could be a good thing becuase it
presents the students with an n
opportunity to expand and greatly
improve their Health Service and
Infirmary .. However, there is still
that big financil hangup with
those of us who can barely pay our
bills as it is.
Let's face it though the health
fee has to go up sim1{\e because
we need the service ahU there are
those on this cOpus who couln't"
make it without one; myself ineluded. dlt took over $100,000 to
run th infh'mary as is this year
alone. With inflation and the
increase in students, next year
will be out of sight. The question
as to the ne!!essity of a Health
Ser.vicp olJ.i.ccimpus can be an-sweretl by why one of the 85
epileptics or th,,-125 diabetics on
eapus. Their's are justtwo !ofthe
many illnesses which cold
Ilecessitate imidiate emergency
:!are. Tlien there are the cases of
Droken bones and concussions.
W.hat would have ii,.heen like
'WIthOut thejnfermary witht eh flu
~pidemic. (tet the picture? It is
lmpe,rative that titis capus have a
:lelath service and it should be
improved if possible.
It amazes me to see how much
is done in that small inn

Nurse Daep explains new·
hea!th insurance plans at
Tuesday night's SGA
meeting
we have, as it is .. The possibilities
with a larger apd ; more efficient
area are fantastic. Also, Dr.
Zalon has retired and though .we .
appreciate all that he has done
the worry ov~r who is to replac; ,
..himjs..l1Ju~~~ng. By law, wc.need
a doctor on campus, th problem
is finding one who will come at a
price we can afford. All thii; cost
money, our. question is· whether
we can andle it. Maybe there's a
way we can get some help. .
The
Higham,
Neilson,
Whittidge & Reid Insurance
Company specializes in' college
health service insurance.
To
quote their brochure:
The continuing decrease in th
value of a dollar and the ever

(continued to page 3)
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EDITDRIIL
Registration:

Let's Be Realistic
During Tuesday's General Faculty meeting, at which Dr. Rondileau
reGcinded his move to limit faculty sabbatical leaves and redistribute
course equivilancy loads, Dr. Ho~e of the biology department
passed a comment that likened students· entering registration to
"children being let loose in a candy store."
Registration, pre-regis-tration or advanced registration, call it what
, you will, by any other name it is still the same here at BSC. The school
.operates under a system where long lines, frustrated students, overwrought professors and crowded classes result as all try for the golden
ring on the merry-go-round at the college. We all want our favorite
professor at the most preferred time for the best courses. Unfortunately, as is very well known, there are not enough sections or
professors to go around. Consequently, as the last groups to register
enter t.he '.'store" they are faced with the bottom of the barrel, that in
most cases wil1 not satisfy even 3rd or 4th alternate schedules.
There have been many proposals as tb how registration may be improved on campus. The complaint ot the faculty has been that,
registration as it is now held, during the last week before finals, interupts for. Do you as a class or invaluable class time. So as an alternative, why not hold it at night, or after dividual feel this is a poor way of
finals or just prior to the start of classes in the coming semester. Other raising money? If you do, what
suggestions have been to totally restructure registration so that it is done alternatives can you suggest?
by computer on a lottery system which would have students register
That's
the key word.... individually instead of enmasse. All of these suggestions sound good, but . SUGGEST.
We want your
We need your
the end result of over crowding in classrooms and fewer offerings in suggestions.
fee,dback.
We have put a
cognate courses would still not be elimnated.'
The problem in registration at Bridgewater lies not in how it is suggestion envelope on our
structured, but what is available. .
freshman bulletin board (on
At the present time, Bridgewater, as are all state colleges, is operating your left just after the first set of
under a handicapp of not being able to replace faculty, administration or, doors, leading to the bookstore

other personnel who leave their positions. For Bridgewater that means

on the second floor of the student

that approximately 15% of all authorized positions, including faculty,
union). We put all notices there
about any forthcoming events.
administration, maintenance and others, are empty, with no hope of
being filled for fiscal year 1976 which ends July 1st of this year.
Is there a better way to get your
This loss of personnel is bad enough in itself but considering that the
attention to inform you of the
new GER'S which took effect January 1st of this year gives students 15
activities? PLEASE TELL US
additio~al hU1.1Js in which to take electives or cognate courses, and the
IF YOU KNOW OF ANY! The
facu}ty/stUcf'ent was recently increased from 16: 1 to 20: 1; as many find
officers and senators are listed
out quickly, the candy is stale. '
¢
the:ir with their names and
The school is faces with the problem of: 1.) blocking course sections'
places were they can be
so tbatonly majors in a particular discipline may take them. (this would reached ... REACH US!
especially apply to the area of behavioral sciences which have been
Will you all please note, circle
hardest hit by the influx of students freed to take more electives); 2.>
on your busy calendaes, or at
proposing limits on the number of students allowed into certaiIi least think twice about this: on
departments depending on the number of faculty in each particular April 11th the Freshman class is
discipline; or 3,> increasing the size of already cramped classes (which having a night at the Rat.
students and faculty already agree decreases the quality of instruction Depending on the support and
given and received).
prior interest we get, this night
None of these are very palatable alternatives, but given the fiscal could result with a buffet supper
situation of the school at this time, what else is there to do? Even if the in the Rat. Does this sound worthban on hiring of personnel is lifted for the coming year of 1976-77, it would while to you commuters to drive
back to school to? ..... to you dorm
not be in time for registration in MllY·
It is ludicrous to continue creating the illusion that because waiting students to take a 10 minute walk
list has been established, that openings in an already closed course will down lower? If not, tell us NOW
be established. There is no money and certainhl no staff.
so we can alter our plans to acBridgewater is no longer limited to a narrow relm of professional ed. commodate the schedules of as
and the various departments associated to it. The institution is rapidly many freshmen as possible.
becoming a liberal arts school, and is regulated by the controlling factor
I have made the suggestion
of supply and demand. At this time the demand is strong where the supply blank below for your ideas,
is weak.
criticisms, suggestions, etc.
Until such time as a re-distribution of faculty is designed tO'strengthen - Please take the few minutes of
. these areas, or the college is allowed to hire more faculty without time to cut and fill it out, then
removillg instructors from areas where demand is dwindling, n~ amount either place it in our suggestion
of re-arranging our registration process will relieve the cramped classes envelope or give it personally tQ
or sweeten selection at the Bridgewater candy store.
any officer or senator. Letus
KNOW you are willing and in--..;...------~---------------- terested in getting our class
together as just that.. .. ONE
CLASS. Let's try to make this
Freshman Night at the Rat a
worthwhile night for everyone
involved.
,
freshmen ••• we are trying, hones\ly!
In conclusion, I would like to
can carry through with anything thank all of you for reading this
It has been brought to,IllY a twithout your support?
tention, and to the other class
article. It shows you have some
The officers and senators held interest in your class. The next
officer's and senator's attention,
a class meeting on February 3rd, step, though, is to take your inthat we have done very little
(and sometimes have been
to which approximately 75 out of terest and put it to more conaccused of doing nothing) in
1000 freshmen attended. The 15 . structive means. 'Use the blank
initiating activities for our class.
minute meeting was held at 11:00 below to express your feelings,
For their information (and for
on a Tuesday ... js that an in- ideas, and criticisms ... .1et us
other interested freshmen) , I
convenient time and day for a REALLY know how hyou feel.
would like to reveal to them what
meeting? If it is, PLEASE TELL
Thank you.
we have tried to do for our class.
US! VOICE YOUR OPINIONS!
Nancy Inman -Vice-President,
Our first event was the freshWe held a bake sale on
man class dance on December };'ebruary 23, of which the officers Class of '79
12th. To those of you who sup- andA other students baked goods
ported us, Ithank you; to those of
you who didn't, we needed your
Suggestions, Ideas, ~riticisms, etc. •
additional support.
With all the "behind the scene"
work such as signing up for the
ballroom, finding a good band,
I
------------------------------------~,
buying drinks, hiring police and
janitors etc., we were set for the
--------------------------------4---~1
big night. ... yet soon disillusioned.
As the evening wore on, only 150
people showed up. The result of
I
this was the ~lass taking a loss of
--------------------------------------~I
over $200. Granted, we as officers
I
made our mistakes; but, fellow
classmates, please tell me· bow we
_a. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . ' .

education seminars
Dear Friends :
In an effort to bring together
those most interested in higher
education, the Massachusetts
Student Lobby is sponsoring a
seminar on The Future of Higher
Education in Massachusetts on
Saturday, March 27th from 1 pm

to 4 pm at Northeastern
University.
The seminar will consist of a
panel of various administrators
'and legislators who have direct
influence on higher education.
Each panel memb& will deliver a
'short message on what he/she
considers to be crucial points to
consider for higher education in
the Commonwealth.
The seminar is free and is
offered as a service ot those involved with Massachusetts higher
education. You will be, able to
question any "panel member
during this time. Those participating include: Secretary of

~be

should call or write, specifying
the number attending by M~rch
19th. We will then send you a map
of Northeastern University, the
agenda, reserve parking space
and send background information
on the panelists. __ The .telephone
number where I can be reached is
969-0100 x569, the Undergraduate
Government Office' at Boston
College.
Sincerely,
Joy Kiementz
Executive Director .
Massachusetts Student Lobby
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Kenneth Ryder; Southeastern
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University
President Donald Walker;
Student Government Association
President Mike Bissonette (North
Adams State College) along with
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Health fee from pg. 1
mounting cost of medical care
heightens for many college administrators the perplexing
student health care problem;
The problem is a universal one,
whether you are concerned with a
small college nurses' station or
tb~ complexity of a large
university Jtudent health center.
~electmg an adequate student
medical reimbrnrsement policy
to meet the speicific needs of
your own caml)US may well cuase
you some concern. This concern
is further increased by the intrcaci(~s of coordinating such'~ it
policy with bothcampus and noncampus health facilities and
services.
If you find yourself faced with
this delemma, we would very
much appreciate an opportunit~
to be of service. As specialist if
the coU(~ge student health field 01
a nationwide basis for over 34
years, we have successfully deal!
with these problems on more thar
500 college campuses."
~rhis company offers three
prlll;{rams a tollay voluntary
program a compulsory or a
waiver program.
It offers
compjehensive benefits because
of comprehensive health care
facilities and major medical
benefits above what these
facilities offer. It can also offer a
net cost program to our
specification.
There are
currently two insurance companies on campus (more or less);
Blue Cross, Blue Shield and F. S.
James. F. S. James provides
verynlimited coverage to 288
students at &65.00. Blue Cross
insures 513 students for $66.44 or
$400.32 (FMILY). The family
posicy is one for a middle aged
couple with children, foolish, but
it's the one they get However,
those two companues cover less
th:m a fifth of. the enrolled
student oody; I've come to
discover that 60-65% of the
student in this college have no
insurance what-so-ever. Not to
have any insurance is absurd,
not to mention dangerous. There
have been cases, as mentioned
at the last S.G.A. meeting, whre
a student with a broken ankle
has come in to the infirmary and
refused to go to the hospital
because they have no insurance.
They want a tight ace bandage,
check-ups at the infirmary and
the hope it'll heal alright. The
chance of a broken ankle healing
correctly with an ace bandage
are pretty slim by the way. Most
people don't get obroken ankles
everyday, but it is possible
espeically duing intramural or
intercollegiate sports.
Currelltly, Bridgewater is
paying more for less coverage
than Boston College. B. C. has
scholarshp athletes and a much
more extensive sports program
than we, needless to say. This,
again as in the· case of the two
other companies, seems to be the
lazy man's way out.
Most of thi was discussed at the
last S.G .A. meeting but primarily
;he benefits or disadvantages of
;he H,N,W, & R. Inc. Insurance. I
:ailed to mention previosly tha t th
;wo current policies held on this
~ampus will be illegal upon the
~nact of Title 9 and the State Law
Jroviding service for alcoholism
md mental health(save for Dan
)ietham). rfheir policies will
!hange, and so will the current
Jremiums. We need a policy
Ivhich will absorb most of the
cost, at· a cost we can pay.
Higham, Neilson, Whitridge &
REeid seem to have the best to
offer. Their policy is just for
students and is geared to their
needs and financial status. Othe
options, the S.G.A Health Service Committee narrowed it
down to the mandatory or optional policies. The former with
many good beneifits and the
latter with not so many.
In disucssion with S.G.A.
Senator Rick Pacheco, the two
progl'ams were presented as

Profs recommend:
such:
"With mandatory insurance(U. Mass at $100.00 per
year plus a $50.00 health fee, they
a Iso pay some for their
medicines) a good policy is
availablf> at a low premium while
keepmg \-he health service fee
down to about $25.00 per year.
The insurance would cost less
than %$75.00 or a total of lesss
than $100.00 spread over 2
semestel's or less than $50.00 per
semester.
With the optioanl, because
pople won't be covered. the health
service will have to pick it up at
$40.00 per year .
The mandatory policy has a
waiver system where by if a
5tudl~nt has. proof he is already
insured he can be exempt from
the cost of the insurance and only
fmy the $25.00 helath fee."
There will be a referendum
leld by the S.G.A. to get the
;tudents's opinion on this matter
:if they can wake you up) as so
noved bv
There will be a referendum
held by the S.G.A. to get the
students' opinion -on this matter
as so moved by Wayne
Goudreault of the S.G.A. Senate.
(That is if they can wake you
LIp)

Before I print the policy as it
3tands now
(it is subject to'
:!hange), I would like to point out
tht
intramural sports are
covered, it's club sports like hang
gliding and parachute jumping
that aren't. But, maybe you're
covered under the mental health
law ...
Following are the essentiaJ
provisions of the insurance which
will be incorporated into a master
policy issured to the college.
When hospital or medical care is
required on account of a covered
injury causing loss directly and
independently of all other causes
and occuring while this policy is
in fo<!e, or sickness contracted
and causing loss commencing
while this policy is in force, th
expenses actually incurred will be
paind by the insuring company,
subject
to
the
following
provisions.
TERM: Twelve months (September 1 to August 31), 24 hours a
day -- at college, at home, or while
traveling anywhere in the world.
BENEli'ITS PAYABLE: Up to
$25,000 of incurred medicalexpenses far each accidental injury,
or for each illness. Benefits are
payable for two years from the
date the first medical expense is
incurred, according to the
follwoing schedurel of benefits:
HOSPITAL CONFINED SERVICES: Hospital room and board
.- up to semi-private room accomodation for the first three
:lays; in full; ~ thereafter 80% of
5emi-private accomoclations.
Miscellaneious Hospital Confiened Expense -- Covered in full
for the first three days thereafter
80% of these expenses for the use
of the operating room, e rays,
laboratory tests,medicin, and
aneshtesia when rendered by a
hospital to students confined' as
bed patient therein.
Surgery -- in accordance with a
graduated :-l~hedule up to a
maximum
amount of $500.00
depending upon severity of th
operation. Assistant Surgeon is
covered up to 20% of the amount
paid for surgery.
Anesthesiologyist will be paid a t
the rate of $6.00 per unit.
Physician Hospital Visits (NonSurgical cases) -- up to $10.00 per
visit, one visit per day for a
maximum benefit of $300.00 while
confined to a hospital. First visit
$20.00
IMPORTANT: Confinements for
pregenancy, childbrith, false
pregnancy, termination of
pregnancy
and
recovery
therefrom shall be limited to a
nate payment of $125. No othr
benefits are receivable.
Confinements in a hospital tha
specializes or is deemed a mental
hospitp is limited to not more than .

Relaxation for Final Survival
devised a scale recently that
measures the amount of stress
certain events are likely to
produce. The death of a close
friend measures in at 100 points,
so you can judge for yourself how
much more pleasant finals are.
Holmes claims that a person
accumulating more than 200
stress points during the year is
probably headed for a physical or
mental breakdown.
At least at
some colleges, administrators
haven't been content to sit back
and watch their students turn into
tension-torn wrecks.
At the
University of West Virginia a
program of "systematic desensitization" has been started to
keep students on this side of
sanity during finals. Students can
go to a small, cozy room on the
campus and sink down in a soft
chair on the carpeted floor. Once
they're settled, a voice oozes from
a tape player urging them to "feel
relaxation flowing into your
shoulders, neck and brows. Feel
it in your lower back, your chest.
Relax. Feel the heaviness in your
arms. Relax."
The tape is part of a process
designed to teach students how to
relax to control anxiety and fear.
Dr. Marion Kostka said that the
program works well with students
who get too nervous to do well on
tests. Kostka and other doctors in

(CPS) .... Hold on to your sanity-final exams are closing in for
. another quarter. Brace yourself
for caffeine-crazed, wild-eyed
cramming. Prepare to watch
your friends crumble in spasms of
nervous tension.
But it doesn't
have to be that bad. According to
a
group
of
university
psychologists, to solution to final
exam madness is to relax.
Even the psychologists know
that is easier said than done.
Final exams trigger tension in
students that can lead to physical
problems as well as mental
frenzy.
At Wayne State University in
Michigan, a psychology professor
recalled a study showing organic
chemistry students' stomachs
churning with acid as crucial
exams crept closer. The students
were taught to swallow a rubber
tube that enabled researchers to
follow the secretion of acid in the
stomach. Students. who thought
the exam was important
produced an abnormally large
amount of stomach acid and felt
large amounts of stress. And
according to medical reports
recently reported, stress can be
the root of other serious physical
and mental illnesses. Dr. Thomas
Holmes of the University of
Washington School of Medicine

the program can put a s~dent in a
state of relaxation with the tapes.
Once the student has settled
back, Kostka will suggest, "You
haven't studied for tomorrow's
quiz."
.
After that burst of tension,
Kostka eases the student back
into relaxation. Eventually the
student learns to relax at will-even during a final.
At. Ohio State, students are
being taught by local gestalters to
face up to exam tension in order
to control it. Participants in
workshops act out tension~fmed
experiences, such as exams, to
help them deal with stress.
Theoretically, instead; of
worrying and being confused over
potential
tense
moments,
students can act them out to see .
what will happen.
Workshop
leaders say it enables students to
deal with their problems in the
present, instead of being buried
under anxiety caused by a final
that hasn't been given yet. But if
you still find yourself hunched
over a chemistry text at 2 a.m. it
may comfort you to know that
your instructor isn't getting off
scot-free either. According to
Ohio economics progessor
Malcolm Burns, ". Grading
exams is a real burden. It's one of
the most mindless activities there,'
is."

60 days payable at %50 of actual

a)
Air travel, except as a h)
Governmental care or
incurred expnenses in anyone
passenger on a regularly treatment;
policy year.
scheduled flight of an air tran- i) Elective treatment, preventive
Confinements in a hospital or
sport company.
medicines, serums or vaccinces'
other accepted medical facility
b) Eye glasses, contact lenses, or j) Congenital conditons;
•
tha specializes in the treatment of . ,eye exams or prescriptions k) Cosmetic surgery except that
alcoholism is limeted to not more . therefor;
made ncessary by accident octhan 30 days payable at 50 % of
c) Declared or undeclared war or curing while insured;
acutal incurred expenses in any
any act thereof;
. 1) Injury caued by illegal acts. of
one policy year.
d) Expense for service normally the insured;,
provided without charge by the m) Injuries caused by motor
OUT OF HOSPITAL SERVICES
college health service;
vehicles are payable only to
e) Pre-existing conditions that extent that expenses are not I
Emergency Hopsital Out pati en t
commenced prior to the effective reimbursed by any other valid
Service -- covered in full up to a
date of the individal;
and collectible· medical inmaximum of $100.00. During the
f)
Dental treatment except as surance.
academic year, a report must be
already described;
IMPORTANT: No payment will
made to the Health Services.
g) Treatement rendered by other be made for physiCians visits
Dental services for accidental
than medical doctors, dentists,· other thanthose described under
injury to sound natural teeth is
)ral or dental surgeons, and Mental and Nervous Conditions
covered in full up to $500.00 for
doctors of osteopathy;
and Alcoholism.
medical servic'es rendered in or
out of the hospital. The extraction
of impacted or unerupted teeth is
covered up to $50.00 per tooth
and is only covered whn the
extraction is performed out of
the hopsital.
'Bicentennial Film
Nurse (Private Registered
Graduate) - up to $50.00 per day
Tues.March 30
11 ..12 and 7: 30 ..8: 30
for the first three days and
thereafter up to $40.00 perday
SU Ballroom Free!!!
when confined to a hospital.
Ambulance Service -- covered in
full for ambulance service to and
from the hospital.
Culsultant -- up to $25.00 per visit
for th diagnosis or treatment of
anyone Injury or illness when
-"
recommended by the attending
One woman' hid behind a recently performed involved
physician up to a maximum
surtain. Others curled up in clairvoyance, or the ability to
b~nefit of $11.00 per injury or
embarrassment. The audience determine an object minus one Qf
illness. When school is in session,·
laughed at these people on the the senses. Mapes asked the
stage, for these people· were audience for a volunteer to bring
a referral ~ust be made by. the
Health SRVICE
OR
NO
naked. . . well, not visibly, but. forth an old $20 bill. On the stage,
hypnotically: This was one of the Mapes had 5 envelopes, four of
PAYMENT SHALL BE RENDERED.
many experiments in ESP and them containing a piece 1)f paper
MNTAL AND Nervous Cnditins
hypnotism conducted by James the same size and thickness as the
will be paid after the thrid visit,
P. Mapes .at a recent per- bill, which was slipped inside the
maximum benefit payable of
formance.·
remaining envelope.
Being
$500.00 in anyone policy year _
James Mapes first realiZed his blindfolded by two scarfs, Mapes
sensitivity to the "Power of the felt the envelopes with his hands,
Mind" at the early age of e'leven. applying light pressure to the top
Sports Coverage - when a student
participating in intercollegiate
Realizing he could often an- of his head. One by one, the en(Th
sports incurs expenses from the
b ed
play or practice thereof 100% of
ticipate events before they would, velopes were urn.
e
I occur, he woon found himself drawback to this was that a
such expenses will be paid to a
No
preoccupied with consciously. mistake could lose you 20 ,bucks.)
maxuimum of $1,000.00.
payment will be made for club
predicting things to come. To the' The last envelope con tamed the
t
surprise of everyone but himself, . bill.
they almost always came true.' James Mapes will be on
spor s, sponsoed by the college or
otherwise. NOTE:
Expenses
Mapes now has a Masters Degree campus March 29th. He will be
incurred for sports accidents are
only covered to the extent that
in Psychology and is deeply in- appearing at the Commuter
they are not paid or payable
volved in meditation. He also Cafeteria and Tilly during the
under any other valid and
holds a Masters Degree in' day. Come and see him perform
Theatre Arts and has appeared on at 8 p.m. in the Student Union
colletible medical insurance.
'"
.
_ stage, TV, radio and films.
Ballroom on M~rc~29th .. See nbe
EXCLUSIONS. _ _
The policy does no\. cover loss due - One 'experiment that Mapese.an us~_his "P>o:wer of th~ MJ.;n#;'
li.t o.¥.,,; .~,: ~..~ '.:'. .._.~••-, ....
,t.
~to -influenc.e.,you~.~!,.
1-'.:- ~.t;'
_,~~~.
rt,J <1fIA~ tf1,jf,!"-~
" , _ . , .",_.• ,".•
.. ' ~.".
~-. )

S.N.E.A.

ESP at BSC
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Student Govennnent Association
Students
Helping Students

Class Officer Elections
Classes

~omination

apers

Nomination
Papers Due

Primary
Election

Election

These items have caused the
The title of this little article
Available
expresses the mission of the work load of every involved
person to increase.
Student Government Association.
Students,
not
ust
at
The Student Government was
April 7
April 2
lflarch 29
J.V:.arch 1
"7?
established by the stude t as a Bridgewater, but across the state
April 14 mens for studdents to become must become involved. I do not
April, 9
April 5
lV:arch 22
"78
involved with other students and expect that every student has the
April 21
April 14
April 8
time to run for an office.
the college.
The purpose as
March 22
"79
However, students can get inwritten in the constitution~s as
volved in ways that would only
follows:
take two hours a week. You
Article II
mayxask how can that help with
The purpose of the association
bud~et cuts or tuition increa.se.
sail be to encourage responif more people became inVOlved in
sibility and cooperation in
many areas we will have the
democratic self-government; to
qbilitv to provide infprma tion to
provide a vehicle for organizing
and representing the interests of
large
groups,
parents,
by Mike MacHardy
its members; promote adrepresentatives,voters,
about
vancement of educational opunderwritten'here at Bridgewater services expenses will total a~
what we are doing and what the
Back into the chambers after
The
State by the company of Higham, proximately $110,000.
portunity and responsibility: to
legislature is doing to the quality
the "end of winter'·' vacation, the
present
health
fee
doesn't
cover
secure and defend the rights and
Neilson,
Whitridge
and
Reid,
Inc.
of education. Even if you ar
rejuvenated SGA representhe expenses incurred. This
freedoms necessary for· our full
Ron Kitchen was present to speak
interested in just helping with
tatives got down to business as
medical
plan will be explained in
participation in the educational
_to
SGA
senators
about
the
elections or academic issues on
u ual on a Tuesday evening in a
more detail in the near future.
process; Ito insure the civic
program and to answsr any
slightly longer than usual
campus, this could help by
Several open hearings are to be
rights of the membership; to
questions. Mr. Kitchen, whose
all wing someone else who could
session the night before last.
scheduled, and the aforemenpromote full understanding and
health was not up to par on this
be on many committees spend
Tom Luby was named as
tioned referendum will be held to
COol)cl'ation among students,
particular evening, had to leave
time on their specialty.
temporary replacement (propoll students' feelings confaculty and the administration in
abruptly, but Mrs. Judy Deep,
If you have anyquestions about
tem) on the Senate for
cerning the matter. Wheth~r or
order to further the welfare of
BSC's head nurse in health sertliiS please get in touch with me at sophomore Bill Auger who sat
the college.
vices, who was also present, took 'not this 5MBP is accepted and
my office on the second floor in out due to other commitments.
which plan, could decide how
Every undergraduate at
the floor and very ably anserwed
Ray Raposa announced that
the Student Union building. If I
much the mandatory health fee
Bridgewater State College is a
a1l questions asked of her about
am not there please leave a yesterday (March 24) was the day
will be increased next semester.
member of the association.
the proposed new program.
message. I will include some of when complete' reorganization
Wayne Goodrault mad, a
Membership in the association
5MBP has two plans 1) waiver
the ways you can get involved, plan of the state colleges had to be
motion to move, the question
gives you the opportunity to
and 2) voluntary, of which if
there are others so come on up. presented to the state government
while SGA prepares to ready the
become involved and help achieve
5MBP is accepted at BSC one will
Ray Raposa
by Senate President Kevin
plan for representation to the
the association purpose.
be adopted. Under the waiver
Student Court 'Class Officers Harrington. He and Governor
college community. The motion
The next part of this article, I
plan, 5MBP health insurance will
Senate Positions Student Com- . Dukakis held a meeting Tuesday
passed
21 0 __
hope, deals with item that you
cost
about
$65
with
the
mandatory
mittees
to discuss his (Harrington's)
Next on a recommendatiQn byare already aware of; but just did
health fee being raised to $25 for a
Legislative Affairs
proposals.
THE PLAN IS
not know how to get your opinion
total of $90 per student. If the seconf VP DGoodrault, the SGA
Educational Affairs
SUPPOSED
TO
BE
heard of the help.
waiver plan was adopted, any voted to send a letter of
Rights and Freedoms
REVEALED
TO
THE
The State of Massachusetts has
who chose not to be congratula tions to the BSC swim"
student
Career Counseling
GENERAL
PUBLIC
ON
been hard hit by financial
covered by 5MBP must be team member Mike Arsenault.
Handbook
MAARCH . AND THE FIRST
problems in the last fourteen
already covered under some Mike recently finished eleventh in
Teacher Evaluation
PUB Ie HEARING ON IT IS
months. Every department or
other health insurance policy plan national competition of the lOOyd.
Legal Assistance
SCHEDULED FOR April 7. On
agency has felt the bind of
(such as Blue Cr.oss, or his/her freest1Jle and was named -AlIAll College Committees
Friday, March 26, a mee~ing will
limited resources. Bridgewater
parents' policy). Currently.there American. The competition was
Campus Development
be held in Boston between
State College has not been left
'are an estimated 60-65% BSC held in Washington, PA.
Honors and
Advanced students
and
faculty
out. We received budget cuts,
Rick Pacheco made a motion
students who are not covered by
placement
representatives from the state
with tuition and fee increases,
to send a letter to President
Library
.. d
any
health
insurance
policy.
Athletic Fee
colleges which Dukakis Vlslte
and a drop in spirit.
Under the voluntary plan the Rondileau stating that· the. SGA
concerning the proposed
________________B_o_o_k_~_o_re_A_d_v_is_o_rLy_____ HMP~~oop~n.
'
5MBP cost would be between does not support his action in (Its
%75-90 dollars and the mandatory present form} suspending sabThe Student Advisory Comhealth fee would be an additional batical leave for faculty memGeneral Faculty from pg. 1
mission (SAC) will hold its annual
$40:
Students not wishing to be bers. The motion passed, 21-0-0.
spring conference April 30, May1Finally, on a recommendation
to this meeting of the General be made.
covered by 5MBP would pay a
2, at North ADDAMS State
Facultyfor endorsement. Fur-' 2.) Need for rationale in the College.
health fee of anywhere between by Wayne .Goodrault, the SGA
presentation
shortly by the
thermore, it should be nted,
$25-40. Then also the other option voted to submit two professors
First vice-president Dotty
Chancellor and the presidents of Tisevich spoke on the conference
paranthetically, that due. to the
would be for students whO don't names to the Committee on
the budget so that we may receive on collective bargaining which
serious doubt cast on the viability
want anything to' do with this Faculty Dismissals' to find out
of the College Governance a budget that will give us a. she attended while in Washington
whole idea and vote "no" on the why their contracts have not .and
maximum number of needed
Procedures, the FCUTLY Council
upcoming
referendum to raise the apparently will not be renewed
D.C. last week.
faculty and other personnel.
has voted to adjourn until such
Much, discussion took place health fee. The general con- for the coming school year.
time that the President respond to
3.) Need for a rationale that will
concerning the new Student census is that if the health fee is Neither of the professors, Blackthis action.
enable us to have our critical Medical Benefits Program not raised to at least $25 then ford and Hoekzema, has tenure at
"Due to the unilateral action
faculty and other needs approved
which is under consideration health services will have to be BSS( , and in' several students'
taken by the President in
by the Trustees and the Governor
before beong accepted by and drastically curtailed (no health ?pinions -each i~ an outstanding
determining Teaching Loads and
so that the academic programs "offered to BSC students under a services on nights, weekends, mstructor in the field . of ' Earth
Equivalencies for the Academic
may be able to function properly
master policy. 'SMBP is being etc.) For this school year "health Sciences and Geography~· ,
Year, 1976-77, and changes made
and 'so that we do not lose
in the sabbatical system as anpositions.
nounced on March 5, 1976, the
4.)
Finally, the need for
Faculty Council moves that the
matters'?"
secretaries) we cannot hire more science department addressed
developing a rationale in the
General Faculty not support the
The question of setting a
faculty... we are caught in a, the consequences of the
allocation of our budget resources
President's action in these
deadline on reccomendation to
crunch!"
that will prevent further subPresident's decision by asking t
matters, and call for the withthe PRESIDENT REGARDING \
stantial cuts which could be
Next a disgruntled Dr. Ridlon, "What would .'be the gains to
drawl of these policies until these
TEACHEING
LOADS,
Chairperson of the english ·BSC?"
distrous
changes have been considered
·BROUGHT
MANY
department stood up and stated, '" On this note the meeting was
Though
Dr.
Rondileau
under normal governance
SUGGESTIONS. "Can we hold
"This conversation is totally adjoorned'sOOtil : Thursday morrescinded hi s
move on the
registration in September?" Dr.
procedures. "
irrevalent. .. we must courses on ning as 11:00..
matters in question, he did say
Chipma;n, chemistry, asked.
Avote was taken immediately
the basis of how things stand
that in order for the new policy on
This meeting was significant,
.
Chipman also inquired as to the
this statement in
now."
teaching loads and equilvilencies
not
only becuase many faculty
possibility
of
holding
a
preregards to General Faculty
Though it is believed that the members who never attend
for the academic year of 1976-77 to
registration
in
June
to
see
where
support of Faculty Council's
President,
in
setting
policy
take effect in time for registration
meetings of the General Faculty
student inerest lies, then adaction and was
unimously
without first going through
in May, all "information regarding
were present, but also because for
'justing
teaching
loads
to
passed, 82-2-10.
'campus
governance
norIilcif;
this must be on his deask by April
correspond with this, and then procedures"
In a memo sent to all departwas acting in a the first time in a long time, many
7th.
hold
a
final
registration
period
in
ment Chairpersons and Divisional
nticipation
of
a move form the faculty members sp'lke up about
To this Prof. Poule of the english
September.
Board of 'Trustees or the the way they felt. if there was
Directors, on March 5, 1976,
department responded, "We do
Legislature,
such action in the any doubt iri" Dr. Rondileau's
rational for changes in the sabnot want to establish anytime
In
response
to
Dr.
Chipman's
minds, of the faculty has a mind as to how fare he could go
batical leave policy for 1976-77
limits t 0 crucial decision
inquiry, Dean of Administration,
wer e as follows:
.
disastrous
effect on morale of the before the faculty memoers
making here at BSC."
Joseph
Chicorelli
asked,
"How
do
campus which has already been would finally respond before
1:)
The increased overall load
Next Pof. Angell, also of the
you get the faculty to go where the
taxed by the fiscal squeeze the MOlI.day of this week there
with the shift from 16-1 facultyenglish department, directed a
be 'any
certainly should
students
go,
if
we
have
no
whole state college system is now.
student ration to 20-1 faculty question to the PRESIDENT
!
flexibility1 ... we don have the
at
the
present
operating
under
student ratio. Some of this load
WHICH ASKED, "What made
staff, (the registrar has only 2 full
time,
has been taken up by larger
you think that the faculty would
time people and 3 part time
pro Clifford of the political
classes other adjustment s must
not Wish to be consulted on these

Minutes from the meeting

not
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for sale
1974 Honda 360 CB Only 1,200
miles, ridden only one summer.
Super clean, no scratches or
spills. burnt Orange. $900. Call
587-6847 or ~-0858 DON

wanted
I would like to buy a ten speed
bike in good' condition. If you
have one to sell, contact Liz, room
503. Great Hill Dorm, _ext 376

rides
Ride to and from Brocton M T
W Thr F. Will pay expenses Call
584-6645

personals
Mr. A-5, Y. S. R. E. W. O. T. R.
But 'any other time your OK! Hope your birthday was a happy
one. Many more kid. Love, The
rude one
To GNUUniform too?
Kangeroo

What'snew'?
With Love,

Prof. Myers: Happy Birthday
to you. Happy B rthday to you.
Happy Birthday dear chairman.
Happy Birthday to you. You're
not getting older. You're getting
better. Love, Ma Green and the
Kids
Dear Deli Dave: Remember
the Alamo? We're still winning.
See you at the alleys.
Love
JoAnne, Diane, and ])onna
Dear Frog Legs: Spring is
coming. We're waiting with
bated breaths., Your admirers;
JB, DL, ant! ,Spent
Deb HiWy April 1st. We're
both April fools. But isn't it
great? Everyone hates us. uOh,
to be in love. H
Breck
A-5
You pick' the night to
celebrate your birthday. Prepare
yourself! No B Fingor you get
nothing! Otherwise lots of kisses
and my pink and white checks.
love, your guidance counselor
Teddy Bear: (from Taunton)
You'd better stay in hibernation,
if you know what's good for you.
Signed, THE GREAT TERMITE P. S. You don't want to
push what you don't have!
Murray your NEXT

-
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WINNING NUMBERS

Essay Contest
Prize Money

on the March 1 case of heer raffle

068055 068118 068181 068111
068152

i

If you have a

winning numher
ticket, go to the Commuter
Association office any time during
the day ..

Nancy-Congratulations to -you
and G. H. B. III Love MA

Which is the more attractive
prize--$I,OOO or a chance to be a
guest at a week-long meeting of
such intellectuals as Milton
3 available girls looking fora
Friedman, F.A. Hayek and
available guys (not fags). Must, William F. Buckley, Jr.?
be: 1 six foot, the others no
How about both--plus a trip to
shorter than 5' 8". Must have nice
Scotland?
That is what the
bodies, teeth, and face. One must
National Federation of Incommute. If you have sexual
dependent Business is offering the
frustrations this is not your add.
top winners of its ADAM SMITH
And don't bother if you can't kiss
BICENTENNIAL ESSAY
good. We'll be watching for you at
CONTEST.
the Rat on Friday, March 26.
The contest, sponsored by
Signed, 3 singles (pproach us
NFIB in cooperation with the
nicely)
Intercollegiate Studies Institute,
offers a total of $7,000 in
scholarships and other prizes to
Rosie-Happy 20th Birthday.
winners in high school and
Remember weekends start on
college/university divisions.
Friday. "Your Friends"-Ellie,
First place winners in each
Cheryl, Jenny, Donna, Katie and
division will _receive $1,000
Michelle.
scholarships and -. will be sponsored as guests at the AJ.lgust;
1976, meeting of the
Mont
People who smoke grass In
Pelerin Society at SST. Andrew's
the middle of the corridor,
University, Scotland.
Second
especially when they are trying
place winners in each division willto make a function going on
receive $500 scholarships, and a
successful, are just asking for
total of 20 runners-up will each
trouble. Cut the shit!
receive $100.
The Mont Pelerin Society,
To Dan and Paul- Let's not
founded in' 1947 by Nobel Prizebre~ up_or get hung up on what
winning economist F.A. Hayek,
we 'have going on in the Union
annually brings together some of
Fridays-Jets
the world's most distinguishedintellectuals.
Buckley and
Professor Friedman, a pastTo Rabbit: Good luck with
president, are but two of its
Kenny. If it works out, tell
prominent members.
OSCAR I said hello. MB
Students from all levels _ of
higher educa tion, from junior'
To Chuck and Jim: Thanks for
college to graduate school, are
bringing us back to our childhood
eligible to compete in _ the
for a day. May you always be the
college/university division of the
"crowd-pleaser" you were that
writing competition. The theme
day .... Love Pat, Joan, and Donna
is "The Future of Capitalism: The
Market Economyvs.The Planned
Economy
in America's Third
Mllady-Hardam for all of us
Century." The contest comwhile you were away. Glad to
memorates the 200th anniversary
have you back, honey. We mi~sed
of the publication of "The Wealth
you. "The Star"
of Nations."
Scotsman
Adam
Smith
published his monumental work
Danny,
Everyone's getting
on March 9, 1776, about four
sick of your bull! And they're
months before the signing of the
starting to threaten (woops!) my
Declaration of Independence.
life. Please come save me. I'm.
¥.~,1J.~'I. b'elieve that Smith's
Your
tired of this BULLogna.
statement of the principles of free
loving Bull.
market economics was as
revolutionary--and as important
, for freedom--as the great political
document written in Philadelphia
parties
by Thomas Jefferson and John
Adams. The latter, incidentally,
had his own copy of "The Wealth
of Nations."
SENIOR COUNT-DOWN PARTY
Smith's argument that free
-50-rs;:hurs. April 1-8:00-12:00. The
Commercial Club--East enterpr~se, not government activity, makes a nation prosperous
Bridgewater Tickets: $1.25--2 per
I. D. On Sale: Across from the, has been hotly debated from the
Bookstore. March 30, March 31- day his book was published. It is
Seniors and Guests April 1-- under attack today in America,
the nation generally considered to
Juniors PROPER DRESS-NO
be
the most capitalistic--and most
JEAN'S-PAINTER'S PANTS
prosperous and free--on the globe.
Senators Hubert Humphrey
and Jacob Javits, for example,
Waiting for more details on
re~entll introduced legislation
mass foot orgy. Am strong
caUirig ~or the establishment of a
supporter of boca- roaru.
Mona government board to carry-out
"economic planning" for the
entire United States. No debate
on the merits of this proposed
"Balanced Growth and Economic
WAN'fED: BELLY DANCERS
Planning Act" cap fail to take into
TO PARTICIPATE IN A
account the principles advanced
NAVEL OBSERVATORY.
by Adam Smith 2q<) years ago.
CALL POPEYE TEL. PONHII (continued to next column)

Summer Session
'76
AMHERST, Mass. -- The
University of Mass.! Amherst is
offering what may be the ideal
opportunity for students to catch
up, get ahead and stay ahead. It's
Summer,Session '6. The program
begins June 1st and credit is given
for work done in three, six, none
or twelve week blocks. Students
can mix and match blocks and
within blocks can choose from
morning, afternoon and evening
courses. The rule of thumb is one
credit for every 15 "contact" or
classroom hours.
Enrollment is open. No admission application is necessary.
Students from other colleges and
universityies may register at the
same time as UMass. students
and pay equal fees. Fees are $25
per undergraduate credit and $40
per graduate credit. Students
also pay an additional weekly fee
of $6.50 for health services and
student activities.
There is a selection of about 350
courses r~presenting every area
available during other semesters.
Resident UMass. credit is
awarded and is fully transferable
to other institutions.
Credit~free workshops and a
wide range of student activities
lre also available such as an
:mtdoor arts and crafts festival,
arts exhibits, intramural sports,
films, and live entertainment.
The student-run newspaper and
radio station continue to operate,
as well.

An American Bicentennial
Fair, a Revolutionary War
Muster and 3 one-man performances by impressionists of
George Washington, Mark Twain
and Frederick Douglas are also
are also planned this summer.
\

The. university Library, the
new Fine Arts Center, the
Campus Center, restaurants and
other on-campus facilities areopen. Dormitory and dining
common facilfties are also
available altllough studenfs may
choose to live off-campus.
Summer school does not have
to bea full -timeco:TImitment.
This year's summer session is
designed with a flexible course
schedule so that students will
have plenty of time to work,
study, travel or pursue other
interests. Students can select a
schedule that most conveniently
fits their plans.
The Amherst area itself porvi des .the student with the unique
combination of the advantages of
b(g city life-- the arts, sports,
recreation--and the small town
envir- onment of -tranqUility and
pastoral beauty.,
To obtain a copy of the UMass.
Summer Session '76 c.atalog ;a'lte
to: Catalog Request, Box· 835,
Amherst, Mass., 01002 or call 413413-545-3440.

Judges in the
college/university division of the
essay contest are Dr. Arthur
Shenfie.ld,
n?ted _British
econ~mlst, barrIster and pa~tpre~ldent of the Mont ~elerm
SOCIE:)ty; Dr. Israel Klrzner,
professo~ of .economics a~ New
YorkUmverslty; and Dr. RIchard
F. Staar, associate director of the
Hoover Institution at Stanford

.Universit}'. Among the judges in
th~hig1r~hool division is William
E. Simon, U.S. Secretary of the
Treasury.
Deadline for entering the
'contest is June 15th. Entry forms
are available from the Intercollegiate Studies Institute, 14
South Bryn Mawr Avenue Bryn
Mawr PA. 19010.
'
'

Classilied lo'd FarlD
Circle heading:

'Wanted

For Sale

Lost&: Found

Housing

Ride/Riders Wanted

i>ersonal

Other.

~

po

CAN YOU IMpERSONATE JOHN WArNE?
Marlon Brando? 'howard Cosell? Porky Pig?
Or any other known personality?
Then get your act together and hanl it up
on Closed Circuit TV.

PRIZES!

RECOG~ITION!

Classifieds are free for all students, faculty, staff and
and admInistration of ESC
For all others, rates are iJ5¢ per word.
Name

GLAMOUR!

.Address,

Phone
Total Enclosed
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TRINITY SQUARE REPS' BASTARD SON
By Bill Swift
As the second part of the Ensemble Theatres' Contemporary
Theatre Series,
a large group of students, myself
included, went to see one of the
most celebrated repertory
companies in the world; the
Trinity Square
Repertory
Company, as they presented their
production of The Bastard Son.
The production
was very
good although the play itself is a
four star yawn. The company
proved why it has the reputation
of excellence that it does.
The play deals with the lives of
Benjamin Franklin and his
illegitimate son, William (Robert
Black), I n the early stages of this
country as it strove for independence The play begins with
Willian: addressing the audience,
pondermg the question of the
rights and wrongs of the patriotsbeliefs_ The story is then told in
'flashback. Graduating from
Oxford University with honors
and a law degree, he is apPointed
Royal Governor to the state of
New Jersey. Then he and his wife
,Elizabeth (Margo Skinner),
travel to the colonies leaving

Benjamin (William Cain) to
tan~le with Parliament trying to
achIeve more rights for the
colonists. William is later joined
by his own illegitima te son
William Temple Franklin (John
Chase).
There are struggles
among the colonists who desire to
become a seperate nation from
England. William Franklinhowever wishes to remain united
with England, a stand, that
cause~ so much friction that he is
ultimately imprisoned for those
beliefs. After the imprisonment
he becomes crucial to a large
controversey. A group of his men.
under his orders take a prisoner
from the prison ship and hang
him. This causes the Americans
to demand that a Brittish officer
of the same rank be hung as
revenge. Through lot the victim is
chosen~ Capt. Charles Asgill
(Derek Meader), a nineteen year
old soldier. The long controversy
concerns whether or not this very
young officer should suffer for a
crime committed by someone
else. The battle is waged between
General Sir Henry Clinton
(George Martin) for the Brittish

him to be a dirty old man '
does not show him in an admirable light, it was fuuny and
quite probably true. The finest
showing came from Derek
Meader, as the condemned officer.
His performance was
superb. 1- actually was able to
feel what the character was experiencing. Also outstanding was
William Damkoehler as the
America"it general. He had
perfect control of the character
and played it very well. The'
majority of the rest of the cast
played multiple characters. Most
affecting was Barbara Olson as
Lady Asgill, who is attempting to
save the life of her young son. The
rest of the cast all acted admirably. The only time I was not
convinced of a character was
'when Ed Hall played Vergennes.
It had nothing to do with the way
he portrayed the character; I'm
sorry, aut I just 'can't believe
that there were any black French
Ambassadors in the 1770's. Other
than than that there -were no
problems with the cast.
The production itself was
impressive.
The use of the

and General Mases Hazen
(William Damkoehler) for the
Americans, as they argue back
and forth about the fate of this
officer. Also at issue is the status
of the colonies.
In England
Benjamin Franklin, gets
discouraged by Parliaffil~nts
:seeming disinterest in the status:'
of the colonies, that he returns to
help us free ourselves from
tyrannical reign.
The acting as a general rule
was excellent. In the leading-ole,
Robert Black gave a strong
performance. On this particular
night, it was clear that he haa
over prepared for that performance and'tlad pushed himself
too far.
His trembling and
stumbling over 'Pla~es of the
dialogue were clear indications of
this, but nonetheless he did make
a fine showing and the overall
effect was good. As Benjamin
Franklin,- William Cain was
startlingly convincing. Although
he bears little :resemblence Mr
Franklin, , his mannerisms were
accura te for the picture I had of
him. Also the way the play shows
I

theatre III - tne round was most
effective. The sporadic use of
props and scenery was also a
boon.
The lighting was well
designed and executed.
The
costumes were accurate for the
time and added to the plays
authenticity.
The writing,
however, left a great deal to be
desired. If it weren't for the fine
job that the company did with it,
the play would have been intolerably dull. If you ever need a
book. to help you get to sleep.; I
would recomm~nd this play. It'll
put you, out in no time flat. It did
have some saving graces, though
as I was able to better understand
that period in our history.
The Trinity Square Repertory
Company is obviously one of the,
if not the, best Repertory companies in the country. ·It would be
well worithit for anyone to go see
one of theIr productions. Having
such a good company as close as
Providence is a terrific advantage and should be taken as
often as possible. I know I intend
to.

Electric light orchestra
-.gives sizzling perfor11lance
Electric Light Orchestra
(Jeff Lynne in particular) make
meticulous recordings with lush
orchestration and harmonies
which are very difficult to
reproduce onstage. Therefore
. the ELO stage forte in their rock
n' roll repertoire and their
natural insanity which surfaces
slightl· on recordings and obvious! ' in concert. Imagine a
rock and roll cellist, a bass
plaYf r playing with '. with the
guiU r player on his back, a
violil1ist hopping around onstag"
on one foot and you have a
picture
the ELO live. They
opened with three selections
from their newgoJd album
"Face the Music" and
proceeded through
older
material (On the Third Day)
before Hu h Mc Dowall did
things to a cello tht would make
Pablo Casals cringe. I've seen
alot of concerts but I've never
seen a cello solo, nor was I
prepared for the antics of
'iolinist Mike Kaminski, who
began with a fammiliar gypsy

"Eldorado". This however, was
n t enough to destroy the impact
of an otherwise excellent show.

melody before moving to
bluegrass . and eventua ly
shorted himself into a heap
o~stage.
.
The whole ban came on· with
their hit single "Evil Woman"
(although killed on ·.AM like
everything else, I left humming
this one) and to continued with
their la est single "Strange
Music" (with drummer Bev
Bevan leaving drums a d.
harmonizing on vocals.> The
finished with their ell known
"Rocker Ma-Ma-Ma-Belle (good
but lacked the belly punch of the
recorded version). The obvious
encore "Roll Over Beethoven"
brought the house down as awell as sending Ludwig Von spinning
rather than rolling in his grave
with the band pulling out all
stops (removing an semblences
of sanity frJ)m this performance)

TRANSFORMATIONS, a
musical entertainment by Conrad
Susa and based on the book of the
same name by Pulitzer Prizewinning poet, Anne Sex.ton, will
have its East Coast premiere on
Friday evening, March 26th, at
the new Berklee Performance
Center in Boston.
Originally commissioned by
the Minnesota Opera Company,
the music for
TRANSFORMATIONS was composed
by Conrad Susa, who chal'actrizes
the work as Han entertainment in
the manner of story theatre
through music."
Mr. Susa,a
resident of San Francisco, is a
graduate of the Juilliard School of
Music and was formerly Music
Director of the Stratford (Conn.)
Shakespeare Festival. He has
composed more than 100 scores
for film and television. TRANSFORMATIONS and his most
recent opera, BLACK RIVER
have received wide critical acclaim and reveal Susa to be an
important composer with a
unique talent for blending
musical and theatrical elements.
The late Anne Sexton, born in
Newton, Mass., is one of
America's outstanding poets. Her
untimely' death in 1974 ended a
career which brought her many
honors here and abroad. She was
awarded. the first traveling
fellowshIp of the American
Academy of Arts and Letters. In
1969. she received the Pulitzer
Prize for Poetry for LIVE FREE
OR DIE. TRANSFORMATIONS.

The opening set was Journey, a
rock combo consisting of
former Santana members Greg
Rolie and Neal Schon on
keyb ards Rad guitar respectively .. A¥nsle¥ Dunbar on drums
and Ross Valoy on bass. - They
played a good "et, featuring the
Incredible guitar -work -0: Neal
Schon and drawing the best'
material froom their second and
most recent album. "Look into
the Future".
ELO has been touring the
country extensively and the result
has been a dramatic rise in the
groups popularity, previously
more of a cult group. The touring
however, seemed to take
somewhat of a toll, as the band
looked slightly wary, but it didn't
reflect in their performance.. The
only other complaint I has was
tha Jeff Lynne (guitar. vocals,
writer, producer) delivered
some of the lyrics in a carefree
style, which ruined two of my
favorie ELO tunes "Can t Get It
Out Of Mv Head" and the song
~owetr

Science students from pg. 1

a book,.AA--PJimls that are more
nearly short stories, w~ first·
published. in 1971. Each poem,
introduced by a short prologue, is
a bizarre, ; highly personal
retelling of familiar fables,
transforming myth into stark
reality in a-'-way 'that· is often
hilartous.
The performance on March 26
is a production of the Handel and
Haydn Society and is funded in
part by a grant by the National
Endowment for the ,.Arts. It is
under the general direction of
Thomas Dunn, Music,Director of
the Society, who is noted for
qringing the new and unusual in
music and theatre to Boston and
New York audiences.
Stage Director for TRANSFORM.+A*~NS, which demands
a cast of singers having exc~ptional acting ability, is'
NIcholas Deutsch, who is known
for his work with .the Opera
Comany of Boston. The cast
includes Howard Crook, Jan
_ Curti$, Matthew Dooley, Pamela
Gore" Jon Humphrey, Philip
Larson, 'Richard Shadley and
Barbara Wallace. '
. The performance will be given
at the BerkleePerformance
Center which opened in February
of this year. Boston's newest
theatre,the Berklee Center is
located at 136 Massachusetts
Ave." Boston 02115 (telephone: 617266-1400), Further information
may be obtaihed by calling the
Society at 617-266-3605.
_

labs, as well as set them up and honors program would suffer
heavily if not becoming defunct. jeopardy of both teaching
take them down, which are
weary, time-consuming tasks, it Said the chemistry club hours and quaiity education.
was emphasized.
With the president: "Now is a time to push Presently the programs are
professors' time occupied in this for the growth of sciences at highly rated with immense
Much of the possibilities for expansion.
manner, the elimination of the Bridgewater."
.
unrest
is
attributable
to the Further
budgetary
cuts
upper level lab courses would be
necessitated, as wellas many question: why are the sciences necessitating the removal of re·····~·~1······f·····h·····················•
U 1 IOnS or t e one-act play
:
. other coursees in the proposal the victims of the budget cuts. laboratory instructors and the
?
stage. Som'eone emphasized the Some observers explain tha t i~crease of faculty teaching hours •
enrollment
is
down
in
the
will
endanger
the
calibre
of
a
significance of these sharges by
noting that currently Bridgewater sciences, while departments such Bridgewater graduate as he
has one, of the finest biology' as Sociology and Psychology are ent~rs .. .the job -market. The
departments of the state colleges being choked with enrollees. At . unanimous IJecision to solicit : wiiI he on Saturday March 27 at 1 :00:
the same ~ time, the cost per 'names lOr a petition to be sent to
in the nation because of the undergraduate level students have student is much higher in the both President Rondeleau and the
pm. at the Pearl St. United ~ethodist-:
sciences_ Others guess that the Board of Trustees only enhanced
actual "hands-on experience"
,President
is
anticipating
the
State
the
already
strong
support
to
"
,with such equipment as the
The pIa . :
electron microscope. This is an Colle~es' . ~pible shift to protect the . turf" of those per- :Church in Brockton
The •
•
Y IS·
important factor in preparing ~.Unly~t&ity!status, and is phasing suing scientific studies.
out
the
sciences
at
Bridgewater
future
of
the
department
lies
in
scientists (or the job market. One
the coordination of its student/- : tentatively scheduled for May 8.,9. All!
concerned grad student said, "I as a step toward that future.
The
gathering
of
the
students
faculty
support and the adminthink it's time to have a little
indicated definite concern over istration.
. . d to try .. out.'
:• are InVIte
•
pride."
Independent, studies,
senior research projects,and the the future of the department. The'
Department of Sciences faces a
,
.,
,,"
< ••
w"••
:'

1• The Devil and Daniel Webster i•

!•

•

•
•

•

•
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GIRLS
INTRAMURAL
BASKETBALL
Tuesday March 23
~:30-Do Less VS. Cheesecakes
Space Shots vs-: Basketcases
7:30-Anteaters VS. Essence
8:30-Green Machine VS. Q. P.'s
!Odd Women vs. Spazoids
9:30-Fiascoes VS. Ducky's
Dynamos
,
Brusers VS', -TlliFd Base
Wednesday March 24
p: 30-86-ers vs. Ball Handlers
Anteaters VS. TWWT Club
7:3O-Do Less VS. Wood Hill
lWarriors
~pace Shots vs. Killers Elite '
~:30-Basketcases VS. Q.P.'s
Fiascos" VS. Hot Tuna
19:30-Fliptops vs. Odd Women
ICheesecakes vs. Spazoids

WoOd Chicks vs: Killers Elite
S:30-Q.P.'s VS. Space Shots
Them,vs. Essence
9:30-Ball Handlers VS. Basketcases
Grasshoopers vs Fiascos
Thursday April 1
6:30-Q.P.'s vs. Killers Elite
Third Base VS. Cheesecakes
7:30-Do Less vs. Bruisers
Anteaters vs. Hot Tunas
8:30-0dd Women vs. Happy
Hoopars
Woodchicks vs. Green Machine
9:30-Ducky's Dynamos vs.
Grasshoopers
Them VS. Twwt Club

Thursday April 1
4:15-Gonads vS.Panama Reds
Sons of Italy vs. Alpha Wild Pigs
6:00-Dr.Fidler and His Surgeons
vs. Dinks
MEN'S STREET HOCKEY
Monday March 29
4: 15-Holmes Headaches_ vs.
Waterats
Alpha Wild Pigs vs. Packrats
6: OO-Maple Street Leafs vs.
Kappa Crows
Clinic V&.- Razorbacks

Bears Cop State
Title for Second
Straight Year
scoring cen~J: Lu Ann Fletcher,who went up with a short
range jumper,an almost sure 2
points.But a key BSC block of the
shot,and'then a jump bail gave
BSC possesion,and they hung on
as the last second ticked away for
the win and the tourney· title.
The next step for BSC was the
Northeast Regional Playoffs,held
at the State. University of New
York at" Cortland. Unseeded ESC
faced 7th seeded Brooklyn College
in the' preliminary round.
The Bears enjoyed their hottest
shooting night of the entire Season
at the expense of Brooklyn.51 %
shooting in the first half enabled
BSC to build a 41-29 lead at the
half. The first half was just a
warm-up however ,as BSC hit 66%
in the last half on their way to an .
85-49 win.
.
Bridgewater now faced Queens
College in the quarterfinal
round.Quee~ the 5th" best team.,
in the nation last year ',played a
near perfect game' and ·handed
BSC a 109-61 10ss.Unfortunately
the Bears ended what was
definitely a very'. successful
season on a losing note.It was no
disgrace for BSC to lose to such a
deeply talented
well-coached'
team as Queens.In fact the
tournament's eventual winner
was· Queens.
TIP~ INS: The team' broke a
season long jinx of 2 wins always
followed by. on~ loss whell they
beat UMass in .the states. The
Bears ran their winning streak to
4 before losing to Queens ... BSC
lost an outside shooter but gained
an assistant coach when Gina '
'Silva sprained an ankle the day
before the regionals.Unable to
play ,Gina. made her cotributions
with
advice
from
the
sidelines ... Junior Carol Galante
, did an outstanding job in the Vital l.but often unheralded role as team
trainer... The"Almost is only,'
good in horseshoes and hand
grenades"Award goes to Denise
behind..;
Bereszyniewicz.Brez's
the-back save at the sideline iIi
'the Brooklyp game just missed
dropping straight through .the
hoop. We know it was really a shot
though Brez-regula.r jump shots
getting to boring for ya~ ...Best of
luck to the lacrosse and softball
teams on their upcoming:
seasons...

::=:::::::::::::::::::::::2:::::::::::::::

Monday March 29
6:30-Happy
Hoopars
vs.
Cheesecakes
lareen Machine vs. Basket cases
7: 30-Grasshoopars vs. Essence
~pazoids vs. Wood Hill Warriors
~:30-F~iptops vs. Bruisers
Space'Shots vs. 86-ers
Tuesday March 30
6:30-Wood Hill Warriors VS.
Bruisers
Killers Elite vs,' 86-ers
7:'30-TWWT Club vs. Hot Tunas
Fiascos vs. Essence
8; 30- Third
Base vs. Happy
Hoopers
Ball Handlers VS. Green
Mlchine
9:30-Space Shots vs. Wood
Chicks
Spazoids vs. Do Less

If you are graduating in 1976
and have ANY TIME in your
college career played a varsity
sport, you are eligible to receive a
Senior Certificate. These will be
presented at the Father and Son's
Day Banquet on May 2, 1976. If
your name is not on the folloWing
list and you are eligible, please

WRA
Nomination

papers for WRA
Election can be
picked up at the
SU Info Booth
and must be
returned ,by

Hockey

see Mr. Swenson in the Gym
immediately.

JACK FOLEY
CHUCK HEALY

Baseball
KEVIN GALLAGHER
DAVID MORETTO
FRAN COYLE
MIKE DIODATI
WAYNE HALL
MIKE O'NEIL
ROBERT ROSSETTI
JOHN RULL
DOUG WOODWORTH
Basketball
STEVE JANTZ
MARK O'CONNOR
JOHN GRAZEWSKI Cross Country
ROBERT WHITE
Golf

JOE BIRD
. Wrestling
JOHN MONDOR
r,

Football
MIKE· CABRAL
BRIAN MAHER
TOM GLYNN
MARK HAYER
MARC KERBLE
BILL LEAHY
·GUY LEVAN
JIM MULLEN
BILL NIXON
JOHN O'CONNELL
JOHN SANNICANDRO
RON STAHLEY
CHUCK TOBEY
JIM VONEUW
IRA. SALLEN
BOB ALLISON
'JEFF THOM

PETER RETOS

March 31

Track - A - Thon
5 : 30 at the track. Watch B. S. C.'s

RAY HAND
MARK POIRIER
JOE GENEVISE

ART ALLENBROOK
!Swimming
BILL FLETCHER
AL JOHNSTON

women do it on the track & play
the field at the same time in order

to raise money. Sponsors are

needed and welcome to watch!

QUARTER

:::;:~:;:;:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:::~:~:~:;:;:;:;:::::;:;:;:;:=:=:::::::::::=:::::!::.

Soccer

Tennis

Tuesday the 31st from 3: 30 to

POOL HOURS FOR 4TH
Monday 1-4,8-10
Tuesday 1 :30-4
Wednesday 1-4,8:30-10
Thursday 1:30-4,8-10
Friday 1-4,7-9
Saturday' 1-4
Sunday 1-4

MIDNIGHT MADNESS

*

Saturday the 27th at Midnight meet in front of

SU for a 1,2,or more(if you wish upon a star) for
a meander

*

by the light of the silvery moon!

p
*

*

